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ABSTRACT
A central tenet of evolutionary theory is that mutation is randomwith respect
to its adaptive consequencesfor individual organisms; that is, the production
of variation precedes and does not cause adaptation. Several recent experimental reports have challenged this tenet by suggesting that bacteria (and yeast)
"mayhave mechanismsfor choosing which mutations will occur" (6, p. 142).
The phenomenonof nonrandom mutation claimed in these experiments was
initially called "directed mutation" but has undergoneseveral namechanges
during its brief and controversial history. The directed mutationhypothesis has
not fared well; manyexamples of apparently directed mutation have been
rejected in favor of moreconventional explanations, and several reviews questioning the validity of directed mutation have appeared (53, 54, 59-61, 79,
80). Nonetheless, directed mutation has recently been reincarnated under the
confusing label "adaptive mutation" (5, 23, 24, 27, 35, 74). Here we discuss
the manyexperimental and conceptual problems with directed/adaptive mutation, and we argue that the most plausible molecular models proposed to
explain "adaptive mutation" are entirely consistent with the modemDarwinian
concept of adaptation by natural selection on randomlyoccurring variation.
In the concluding section of the paper, we discuss the importance of an
informed evolutionary approach in the study of the potential adaptive significance of mutational phenomena.Knowledgeof the molecular bases of muta553
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tion is increasing rapidly, but rigorous evolutionary understandinglags behind.
Wenote that ascribing adaptive significance to mutational phenomena(for
example,’",adaptive mutation") is beset with someof the samedifficulties as
ascribing adaptive significance to features of whole organisms(29). Weconsider some examples of mutational phenomenaalong with possible adaptive
and nonadaptive explanations.
INTRODUCTION:
THE HISTORICAL
RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN VARIATION
AND ADAPTATION
Anyheuristic canbe treacherous,but a Darwinian
explanationis the first I would
seekin explaininga biologicalenigma.I donot insist that it will alwayslast, but
it has had enormous
powerin bringingus to our present understanding.
J. Lederberg(49, p. 398)
Webegin by providing a brief historical sketch of theories and evidence
concerning the relationship between heritable variation and adaptation. Our
purpose is not to present a formal or comprehensivehistorical analysis of this
subject. Ralher, we wish to place the directed mutation controversy in perspective by illustrating someof the ways in which variation and adaptation
have repeatedly been confounded and then sorted out since Lamarck. We
acknowledgethat a brief historical synopsis such as this risks oversimplifying
the rich history of scientific ideas and debate. Readersshould consult comprehensive treatments of the history of biology (e.g. 63) for moredetail.
Lamarck

and Darwin

Lamarck(,17) theorized that heritable adaptive variation arises in individual
organisms as a consequence of needs and activities stimulated by environmental con~ditions. In the Lamarckianview, the origin of heritable variation
and the ori.gin of evolutionary adaptation are one and the same. Darwin, in
contrast, conceived of a separation between variation and adaptation. According to Darwin, heritable variation arises continually as a result of (unknown)processes; evolutionary adaptation occurs as a consequenceof natural
selection acting on this heritable variation. Mayrhas succinctly contrasted
the evolutionary theories of Lamarekand Darwin: "The crucial difference
between Darwin’s and Lamarck’s mechanismsof evolution is that for Lamarck the environment and its changes had priority. They produced heeds
and activities in the organism, and these, in turn, caused adaptational variation. For Darwinrandomvariation was present first, and the ordering activity of the environment(’natural selection’) followed afterwards" (63,
354). The primacy of natural selection in Darwin’s theory of adaptation is
illustrated by the following passage, which concludes Chapter Five of The
Origin of Species (14, p. 170):
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Whatever
the causemaybe for eachslight differencein the offspringfromtheir
parents--znd
a causefor eachmustexist--it is the steadyaccumulation,
through
naturalselection,of suchdifferences,
when
beneticialto the individual,
that gives
rise to all the moreimportant
modifications
of stracture,bywhich
theinnumerable
beingsonthe faceof this earthare enabledto strugglewitheachother,andthe
bestadaptedto survive.
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From Darwin to the Modern Synthesis
The blendingmechanism
of heredity widelyaccepted in Darwin’stime posed
problemsfor natural selection (42). Blendingswamps
variation, eroding both
the hereditary differences amongindividuals that are necessaryfor natural
selection and anyheritable differencesthat mightaccumulateby natural selection. Underthe assumptionof blending,an enormous
input of newvariation
is requiredat eachgenerationto maintaindistinct variantsin an interbreeding
population. Darwinargued both for the existence of variation and for the
evolutionarytransformationof old formsinto newby natural selection, but he
did not demonstrate
a sourceof variation or a hereditary mechanism
that could
withstandthe effects of blending. Toaccountfor the problemof blending,
Darwinincludedroles for such Lamarckian
factors as "the effects of use and
disuse of parts" in the generationof newvariation andin adaptation,both in
the Originof Speciesandin his pangenesistheory of inheritance(15).
Supportfor Lamarckianevolution, however,began to erode in the late
1880s. Weismann
(93) madea forceful case against Lamarckism,arguing,
among
other things, that the observedseparationof germlineandsomain many
organismswasinconsistentwith the inheritanceof acquiredcharacters. Further
doubtwascast on both LamarckJan
evolution andblendinginheritance by the
rediscovery of Mendelismaround 1900(e.g. 68). Mutations in Mendelian
factors werefoundto be infrequentand usually deleterious, contrary to the
requirementof blendinginheritance for tremendousinputs of variation and
also inconsistent with whatwouldbe expectedif mutationswereto direct
evolutionby aftsing in responseto adaptiveneed.
Duringthe 1920sand 1930s,the emergingscienceof genetics andthe theory
of natural selection wereincorporatedinto a comprehensive
viewof evolution~e modem
synthesis (39). The modem
synthetic theory identifies natural selection as the sole evolutionaryforce responsiblefor the adaptationof
organismsto their environment.(Thereremain, of course, debates as to the
levels of selection necessaryto explain apparentlyadaptivephenomena;
see,
e.g. 94). Acentral tenet of the modem
synthetic theory, therefore, is that
mutationis random
with respect to the adaptiveneedsof individualorganisms.
Asweshowin the next section, direct experimentalevidenceindicatingthat
mutationis random
with respect to its adaptiveconsequences
wasnot available
prior to the publication of several classic experimentswith bacteria in the
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1940s and 1950s. Nonetheless, by the 1930s the randomnessof mutation (in
the sense given above) was widely accepted amonggeneticists and evolutionary theorists (e.g. 22, 88). Circumstantial evidence clearly favored random
mutation;; it also seemsthat the need to invoke an adaptive role for mutation
had been effectively eliminated by the perceivedpotential of natural selection
to explain adaptation.
Lamarckism and Bacterial
Adaptation
Longafter natural selection on randomlyarising variation had gained wide
acceptance as the mechanismof adaptation in higher organisms, debate continued over the relationship betweenvariation and adaptation in bacteria (41,
85). In contrast to the situation in higher organisms, it was impossible to
observe tbe origin of an individual bacterial variant in circumstancesin which
it was disfavored; the only wayto isolate a specific bacterial variant was by
altering the environment so as to favor its phenotype. Bacteria also had no
separation of germline and somaas found in most higher organisms. Early
experiments had shownthat pure cultures of bacteria wouldquickly adapt to
a sdective agent whenchallenged, but it was unclear whether such adaptation
should be,, attributed to the massconversionof cells from one state to another
or to selection on randomlyoccurring genetic variation. In retrospect, someof
these cases mayhave been the result of physiological adaptation, i.e. the
regulation of gene expression. But in 1934, Lamarckianinheritance in bacteria
remaineda definite possibility (Lewisin Ref. 57, p. 636):
Thesubject of bacterial variation and heredity has reachedan ahnost hopeless
state of confusion.Almosteverypossibleviewhas beenset forth, andthere seems
no reason to hopethat any uniformconcensusof opinionmaybe reachedin the
immediate
future. Thereare manyadvocatesof the Lamarckian
modeof bacterial
inheritance,whileothers holdto the viewthat it is essentiallyDarwinian.
Indeed, it was unclear whether bacteria even had genes analogous to those of
higher organisms. Julian Huxley was careful to exclude bacteria from the
modemsynthesis in 1942 (39, pp. 131-132).
Bacterh~ Enter the Modern Synthesis
In the 1940s and 1950s, elegant experiments opening the way to modem
bacterial genetics provided strong support for the Darwinianview of bacterial
adaptation, and, in fact, providedthe first direct demonslrations,in any organism, of the random nature of mutation. The logic and methodologyof these
experimentshave provenimportant in the recent debate over directed mutation,
and so we describe them briefly here.
1943, Luria & Delbriick formulated and tested two competing hypotheses to account for the appearance
of cells resistant to viral infection in populationsof Escherichiacoli that were

THE FLUC’rUATION AND RESPREADINGTESTS In
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Figure] Schematic
representation
of the Luda-Delbriick
fluctuation
test. Distributions
of mutants
(filled symbols)
acrossfourpopulations,
eachfounded
froma singleprogenitor
cell, expected
under
the hypotheses
of (a) acquired
hereditary
immunity
and(b) spontaneous
mutation
priorto exposure
to theselectiveagent.Thefinalrowof cellsrepresents
thegeneration
thatis exposed
to theselective
agent.(Reprinted
withpermission
fromreference85.)

previously sensitive to infection (58). The "acquired hereditary immunity"
hypothesis supposed that each bacterium has a certain small probability of
surviving exposureto the virus, and survival confers immunitythat is inherited.
In contrast, the "mutation" hypothesis supposed that each bacterium has a
small probability of mutating spontaneously to viral resistance even in the
absence of the virus, and that each descendantof a resistant mutantis itself
resistant.
Luria &Delbrtick deducedthat the expecteddistribution of resistant mutants
amongindependent cultures (each grown from a few sensitive cells) was
markedly different under these two hypotheses. Under acquired hereditary
immunity,resistance that arises with small probability per cell uponexposure
to the virus should result in a Poisson distribution of resistant cells among
cultures, with the expected variance equal to the mean(Figure la). Underthe
mutation hypothesis, however, occasional cultures in which resistant clones
arose several generations before selection are expected to contain large numbers of resistant cells ("jackpots") comparedwith the average. The mutation
hypothesis, therefore, predicts a clumpeddistribution of mutants amongcultures, with variance greater than the Poisson expectation (Figure lb).
spreading manycultures on agar plates containing the vires, Luria &Delbriick
observedthat resistant mutantswerein fact distributed in jackpot fashion. This
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result was consistent with the mutation hypothesis but not with the hypothesis
of acquired hereditary immunity.
A related test was presented by Newcombe
in 1949 (71). In the respreading
test, thous~ndsof sensitive bacteria wereallowedto growfrom single cells into
nearly confluent lawns of microcolonies on agar plates. Control plates were
sprayed wiith the selective virus without disrupting the colonies, while other
plates were sprayed with the virus and then the colonies were respread around
the plate. E’,ecause respreadingdoes not changethe numberof cells present on a
plate, the hypothesis of acquired hereditary immunitypredicted that control and
respread plates would show equal numbers of resistant colonies. However,
Newcombe
observed a large increase in the numbersof resistant colonies on
respreadplates relative to controls. This result indicated that clones of resistant
mutants had arisen spontaneouslyduring growthon the plate before exposureto
the virus and had then been dispersed aroundthe plate by respreading.
REPLICA
PI.&TING
ANDSIB SELECTION
The fluctuation test and the respreading
test relied ,on quantitative reasoningto demonstratethe preexistence of bacterial variants resistant to selection. Neithertest actually enabledan investigator
to isolate variants without first exposingbacteria to a selective agent. Skeptics
werenot convinced(e.g. 37). In the 1950s, two additional tests--replica plating
and sib sdection~succeededin demonstrating resistant variants in bacterial
cultures never exposedto viruses or antibiotics.
In the replica plating test reported in 1952by J. and E. Lederberg(50), cells
were growninto a nearly confluent lawn of microcolonies on a nonselective
agar plate. A piece of velveteen was then used to transfer a spatially ordered
inoculumof cells from this "masterplate" to several "replica plates" containing
the selective agent, on whichonly resistant cells could form colonies (Figure
2). The b~.derbergs observed a striking correspondencein the locations of
resistant colonies on replica plates madefrom the samemaster plate, indicating
that resistant cells had arisen by spontaneousmutation and increased in number
by clonal growthon the master prior to selection. Furthermore, by pursuing a
succession of master and replica plates with cells from suspected locations of
resistant cltones on each successive master plate, the Lederbergswere able to
establish pure cultures of resistant bacteria without ever exposingthemto the
selective agent.
Cavalli-Sforza and J. Lederbergpresented the related methodof sib selection
by limit s~,mplingin 1956(7). In this method,a primary culture containing
small numberof presumptive mutants resistant to an antibiotic was divided
into several equal subcultures, resulting in a chanceincrease in the proportion
of resistant mutants in somesubcultures. In essence, this procedure employs
randomgenetic drift (i.e. founder effect) to increase nonselectively the proportion of mutants in certain subcultures. For example, if a primary culture
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containing one mutantis divided into ten equal subcultures, the subculture that
receives the single mutanthas a proportionof mutantcells that is tenfold higher
than the original proportion in the primaryculture. Cavalli-Sforza &Lederberg
recognized that this increased proportion of mutants should be roughly maintained upon regrowth of this subculture in fresh medium,provided the growth
rate of the mutants in nonselective mediumis comparable to that of the
nonmutantcells. Selective plating of samples from each regrownsubculture
allowed Cavalli-Sforza & Lederberg to determine retrospectively which subculture contained the increased proportion of mutants. This regrownsubculture
was then subjected to a new round of subculturing and regrowth. By repeating
this cycle several times, Cavalli-Sforza &Lederbcrgwere able to isolate pure
cultures of antibiotic-resistant bacteria from cells that had never been exposed
to antibiotics.
CONCLUSIONS
FROM
THECLASSICEXPERIMENTS
The experiments of Luria &
Delbriick, Newcombe,Cavalli-Sforza, and J. and E. Lederberg showedthat

MASTER

PLATE

nonselective

A

REPLICA
selective

medium
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Figure
2 Thelogicof replicaplating.(A)Alargenumber
of cells is grown
into a nearlyconfluent
lawnona platecontaining
nonselective
agar.Apieceof velveteen
(notshown)
is thenusedto transfer
spatiallystructured
inoeniafromthis masterplateto replicaplatescontaining
selectiveagar.(B)
Thecorrespondence
in locationof coloniesresistantto the selectiveagentonthereplicaplates
indicatesthe spontaneous
originandclonalgrowth
of resistancemutants
onthe masterplateprior
to selection.Sampling
fromthemaster
plateusingthespatialinformation
in thereplicaplatesallows
theisolationof mutants
thatwereneverexposed
to theselectiveagent.
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heritable variants resistant to lethal agents could arise in bacterial populations
before selection was applied; selection, therefore, could not have caused the
occurrenceof such variants. This finding suggested in turn that bacteria, as
well as higher organisms, possess stable hereditary factors--genes--and that
evolutionary adaptation in bacteria also proceeds via the action of natural
selection on spontaneouslyarising genetic variation.
In retn~spect, these experimentsprovided the first direct demonstrationsof
the random nature of mutation in any organism. These demonstrations were
madepossible by the ability of bacteriologists to manipulateand quantify vast
clonal populations under controlled environmentalcircumstances, features not
available to students of higher organisms.Bacteriology, the last major stronghold of Lamarckism, provided the textbook examples against Lamarckism.

THE DIRECTED MUTATION CONTROVERSY
Origin ,of the Controversy
In 1988, Cairns et al argued that the "classical experiments could not have
detected (and certainly did not exclude) the existence of a non-random,possibly product-oriented form of mutation" (6, p. 142). They maintained that,
because the classic experimentshad employedlethal selective agents (viruses
and antibiotics), the possibility that bacteria mightadapt to nonlethal selective
agents by some directed mutational process had been ignored. To that end,
Cairns et al investigated cases "where the selective pressure rewards mutants
by letting themmultiply but allows all the other, non-mutantcells to survive
so that they can at least have the opportunity to perform directed mutation"
(6, p. 14.2). They concluded that the most plausible explanations for their
experimental results resided in mechanismsthat would confer on cells the
capacity to adapt through the "inheritance of acquired characteristics" (6, p.
145). ThJis and subsequent claims of "directed mutation" challenged the generality of the classic experiments demonstrating spontaneous mutation and
raised a newcontroversy over the possibility of non-Darwinianadaptation.
Certain geneticists (e.g. 21, 83) seemto have foundthe evidencefor directed
mutation convincing. After all, claims of directed mutation emergedfrom the
same powerful experimental system as the original demonstrations of random
mutation. It is impo~’tantto emphasize,however,that two significant aspects
of the classic experimentshave largely been overlookedin the directed mutation controversy. First, the authors of the classic experiments were careful
about the: assumptionsof their tests. For example:in its simplest form, the sib
selection experimentassumesthat putative mutants and their progenitors grow
at equal :rates (are equally fit) in the absenceof a selective agent. If, instead,
mutants .grow moreslowly (are less fit), then the results of this experiment
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will deviate from randomnessin a mannersuggestive of directed mutation.
Rather than immediatelyinvoke directed mutation on such evidence, CavalliSforza &Lederberg (7) considered and quantitatively tested the alternative
hypothesisof differential growthrate. Bycontrast, the failure to consider and
test alternative hypothesesled to harsh criticisms of the recent experiments
that claim to demonstratedirected mutation.
Second, the observation that somemutations occur after cells are exposed
to a selective agent does not indicate that those mutations are caused by
selection. To imply that postselection mutations per se challenge the Darwinian view of adaptation (46) is to confuse the method of the classic
experiments(showingthat variation arises before the imposition of selection)
with the logical interpretation of their results (variation is not caused by
selection).
Wediscuss the important evidence and ideas in the directed mutation controversy in the remainderof this section. As we show, several apparent cases
of directed mutation have been underminedby subsequent demonstrations that
experimentalproblemsgave rise to artifactual results. Furthermore, the most
plausible mechanismsproposed to explain remaining cases of apparently directed mutation are entirely consistent with the modemDarwinianview that
genetic variation arises without regard to adaptive need; that is, variation
precedes adaptation.

Initial Claims of Directed Mutation Advancedby Cairns et al
"POISSON-LIKE"
DISTRIBUTIONS
OFLAC÷REVERTANTS
IN FLUCTUATION
TESTS
The first modem
case of apparently directed mutation involved the appearance
of Lac÷ revertants in cultures of a Lac- (lacZamuvrB)strain of E. coil starving
in a mediumcontaining only lactose as a potential carbon source (lactose
minimal medium). Cairns et al (6) reported that when numerouscultures
this strain were grownunder permissive conditions and subsequently plated
onto lactose minimal medium,the observed distribution of Lac÷ mutants per
culture was markedlydifferent from the jackpot distribution expected in a
fluctuation test if mutantsarose only before plating. In particular, substantial
numbersof mutants appeared somedays after plating on the lactose minimal
medium,giving rise to a hybrid, "Poisson-like" distribution of mutants; such
a distribution might be expected if these late-arising tnutants occurred during
starvation specifically in response to lactose. Cairns et al tested for the dependenceof the late-arising mutants on lactose by plating cells onto medium
÷
containing no carbon source and adding lactose later; they found that Lac
revertants did not begin accumulatinguntil after lactose was added. Furthermore, Cairns et al observed that mutants to a phenotype(valine resistance)
unrelated to the lactose selection did not appear during starvation on lactose
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minimalplates. To Cairns et al this result indicated that mutation rates were
not generailly elevated in the starving cultures.
Cairns et al argued that the occurrence of Poisson-like distributions, the
appearanceof late-arlsing Lac+ mutants only after the addition of lactose, and
the lack of increased mutation at an unselected locus all were consistent with
the hypothesisof directed mutation to Lac+ in the presenceof lactose. However,
numerousauthors subsequently noted that these results were also consistent
with spontaneous mutation. Manyquestioned the appropriateness of valine-resistance mutations as a control for elevation of the general mutation rate (13,
21, 38, 53, 54, 59, 61). Mutationsto valine resistance can arise in several loci
and by rmtny types of sequence alteration, and they therefore may not be
comparable to the reversion or suppression of an amber mutation in lacZ.
MacPhee(60) showedthat the assay conditions Cairns et al had used to detect
mutations to valine resistance in starving cells actually suppressedthe occurrence of those mutations. Manyauthors also pointed out that Poisson-like
distributions can result from violations of various assumptionsof the fluctuation test; hence, the appearanceof Poisson-Hkedistributions of mutants need
not indicate directed mutation (10, 54, 55, 86, 87, 89). Indeed, a number
earlier anthors had noted that discrepancies betweenfluctuation test results
and the predicted jackpot distribution of mutants were not sufficient to reject
the hypothesis of spontaneous mutation (44, 48, 75). For example, if mutants
grow more: slowly than nonmutants before exposure to the selective agent,
then the distribution of mutantsobservedwhenthe replicate cultures are plated
on selectiw~, mediumwill be less variable than the jackpot expectation. Several
authors noted that amongthe late-arising Lac+ phenotypesobserved by Cairns
et al were manyamber suppressor mutants, which are likely to grow slowly
in permissiive mediumas a consequenceof altered transcription (I0, 38, 54,
55). Indeed, Calmset al noted that these suppressor mutants producedcharacteristically small colonies on permissive agar plates (6).
No furth,er experimental evidence has appeared for or against directed mutation to l.,ac + in the lacZamuvrB strain investigated by Cairns et al, and this
case must thus be regarded as unresolved. However,Cairns acknowledgedthe
potential problems with the case, noting that "if these had been the only
experiments, the [1988] paper would not have been written" (4, p. 527).
Ironically, the ease that Cairns regarded as stronger evidence for directed
mutation has fared muchworse.
A CASEOF DIRECTED
MUTATION
THATSEEMED
PARTICULARLY
STRONG
IS REJECTED:EXCISION
OFPROPHAGE
MUIn E. coli strain MCS2(76), part of the
ara operon including a regulatory region has been joined to structural genes
from the/ac operon by bacteriophage MuDNAcontaining transcription terminating signals. With this prophage intact, MCS2cannot grow on either
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lactose or arabinose. However,uponexcision of the prophagein a suitable
reading frame, MCS2
is phenotypicallyLac(Ara)+;it can growon lactose
+
arabinose is present as an inducer. Shapiro(76) had noted that Lac(Ara)
excision mutantsalmostneverarise in MCS2
cultures that are actively growing
+ excision
on glucose or glycerol, but that substantial numbersof Lac(Ara)
mutantsappear in MCS2
cultures that havebeenstarved for several days on
medium
containingonly lactose andarabinoseas potential carbonsources. In
their 1988paper(6), Cairnset al reported further experimentsin whichthey
+ mutantsfromcultures starving on medianot
wereunableto recoverLac(Ara)
containing lactose and ambinose.Theseresults led themto concludethat
÷ mutantsarose only whenMCS2
Lac(Ara)
cells werestarving in the presence
of lactose and arabinose, so that the occurrenceof Muexcisions in MCS2
seemeda particularly dear ease of directed mutation.
+
Mittler & Lenski (66) confirmedShapiro’s observations that Lac(Ara)
mutantsalmostneveroccur in growingcultures but do occur at high frequency
whencells are starved on medium
containinglactose and arabinose.However,
+ mutantsalso
in contrast to Cairnset al, Mittler &Lenskifoundthat Lac(Ara)
occurin starving cultures on mediathat do not containlactose andarabinose.
+ mutantsare not directed by the
Thelatter result suggestedthat Lac(Ara)
presenceof lactose andambinose
but insteadare inducedby starvation. Mittler
+ mutantsdetected in
&Lenskifurther showedthat the frequencyof Lac(Ara)
cultures of MCS2
starved withoutlactose and ambinoseis stable whenthose
cultures are regrownin glucose(66). This result clearly did not supportthe
existenceduringstarvation of unstableMuexcisionintermediatesthat rapidly
÷ phenotypeonly uponexposureto lactose andarabiconvertto the Lac(Ara)
nose. Nonetheless,someproponentsof directed mutationwere skeptical of
Mittler&Lenski’sresults (23, 78). Foster(23) impliedthat use of the classical
methodsof detectingpreexistingmutationswasnecessaryto confirmor reject
directed mutationin MCS2.
Fluctuationanalysis, sib selection, andreplica plating havenowall been
used to test the directed mutationhypothesisin MCS2.
All three approaches
÷
upholdMittler & Lenski’sfinding that Lac(Ara) mutationsoccurin starving
cultures regardless of whetherlactose andarabinose are present. Foster &
Cairns(26) employed
the fluctuation test to showthat a jackpot distribution
of mutants was obtained whenreplicate MCS2
cultures starved in liquid
mediumwithout lactose and ambinosewere regrownand plated on medium
÷
containinglactose andambinose.
This result impliesthe existenceof Lac(Ara)
excision mutantsbefore the exposureof cultures to lactose and arbinose.
Maenhaut-Michel
&Shapiro(62) used sib selection to enrich the proportion
÷ excision mutantsin starved MCS2
of Lac(Ara)
cultures, and they obtained
÷ mutantswithoutever exposingthe progenitorcells
pure cultures of Lac(Ara)
to lactose andarabinose.Finally, Sniegowski
(81) usedreplica plating to show
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+ mutantsdetected whena starved MCS2
culture
. that nearly all the Lac(Ara)
wasexposedto lactose andarabinosewerepreexisting.
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The Many Potential

Flaws in Claims of Directed Mutation

In an earlier review,Lenski&Mittler (54) identified severaleffects that have
the potential to misleadexperimentersinto concludingthat directed mutation
is occurringwhen,in fact, it is not. ThelacZamandMueasesindeedillustrate
two of these effects; others will be brought out belowwhenwediscuss
subsequentcases of apparentlydirected mutation.The"Poisson-like"distributions of lacZam revertants that Cairnset al observedin fluctuation tests
were quite plausibly due to slow growthof somerevertants, particularly
ambersuppressors, prior to selective plating. In the case of Muexcision,
starvation and the presence of selective substrates were confounded;the
observeddiscrepancybetweenrates of mutationto Lac(Ara)+ during growth
and durinl~: starvation on lactose-arabinosemedium
wasa nonspecific consequenceof starvation rather than a specific response to the presence of
lactose andarabinose.Indeed,the case of Muexcision illustrates the general
point, madeearlier, that the occurrenceof mutationsafter the impositionof
a selective agent does not demonstratethat the selective agent is the cause
of those nmtations.
Subsequent Cases of Apparently Directed Mutation
Wenext consider several cases of apparently directed mutationthat were
reported after the 1988paperby Cairnset al. Wefocus uponcases for which
detailed experimentalreevaluationhas supportedalternative explanationsconsistent with the modernDarwinianview of adaptation. Weacknowledge
that
not all cases of apparentlydirected mutationhavebeenso examined
(see, e.g,,
33, 84). Giventhe general nature of the potentially misleadingeffects in
directed mutationexperiments,someof these other eases mayhaveexplanations similar to those described below. Wedo not speculate here on such
possible alternative explanations,exceptto note that no case of apparently
directed mutationhas receiveda full mechanisticexplanationthat supportsa
non-Darwinian
processof adaptation. At the end of this section, wedescribe
the moststudiedremainingcase of apparentlydirected mutation,the so-called
"adaptive"reversion of a lac frameshift in E. coli. After discussingrecent
results in this case, weconsiderthe molecularmodelsthat havebeeninvoked
to explain it andother cases of apparentlydirected mutation.Westress that
meehauisms
in the mostplausible models,thoughinherently fascinating and
potentially importantto the study of mutagenesis,are consistent with the
modernDiu’winianviewthat variation precedesadaptation.
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EVENTS
GIVING
RISETO DOUBLE
MUTANTS
IN THEBgl OPERON:
ANTICIPATORY
MUTATION?
Hall (31) studied an E. coli K12strain in which two mutations
in the bgl operonare apparently required for growthon salicin: excision of an
insertion sequence, IS150, from a structural gene, bglF, and a mutation in a
regulatory region, bglR. Hall observed that IS150 excision almost never oc÷)
curred in growingcultures of this strain; consequently,salicin-utilizing (Sal
double mutants did not arise at detectable frequencies during growth on some
other substrate. However,Hall detected large numbersof Sal÷ cells in cultures
subjected to prolonged incubation on agar supplementedwith salicin as the
only available growthsubstrate. Hail reported that IS150excision-mutantintermediates accumulatedin these cultures before the appearance of Sal÷ double
mutants, but that an excision mutant clone was incapable of growthon salicin
without the second mutation in bglR. On this basis, Hall argued that the
observed increase in the frequency of excision-mutant intermediates was the
result of anticipatory directed mutation to producea population of cells large
enough to acquire the second, random mutation in bgIR that would allow
growthon salicin.
Hall’s extraordinary claim of anticipatory directed mutation was challenged
by Mittler &Lenski (67). Contrary to Hall’s claim, these authors found that
manyexcision mutants, including the one tested by Hall, are in fact capable
of somegrowth on salicin. The growth of these excision-mutant intermediates
increases the expectednumberof fully Sal÷ doublemutants on selective salicin
agar by many orders of magnitude, such that there is no need to invoke
anticipatory directed mutation.
Hall has acknowledgedthat some excision mutants are capable of growth
on salicin without the second mutation in bglR, and that such growth can
explain his previous results in the bgl system without the need to invoke
anticipatory directed mutation (34a). At the sametime, however,Hall has made
a further claim that IS150 excision is nonetheless directed in a genetic backgroundin whichno other mutations are required for full utilization of salicin
(34a). To date, this new claim has not been challenged experimentally.
ENHANCED
RATEOF APPEARANCE
OF TRP+ CELLSDURINGSTARVATION
OF A
trpA trpB DOUBLE
MUTANT
FORTRYPTOPHAN
Hall (32) also claimed that the
appearanceof Trp÷ cells in cultures of a trpA trpB strain of E. coli starved for
tryptophanis "selection-induced," in that trpA÷ trpB+ cells arise at far higher
rates than expected from the product of the reversion rates of single trpA and
trpB mutants in similar circumstances. Foster, however,suggested that singlemutanttrpA trpB* intermediates might be able to growon indole, a tryptophan
precursor that can accumulate in mediumwithout tryptophan as a result of
excretion by trpA÷ trpB intermediates or breakdownof indoleglycerol phosphate excreted by the trpA trpB progenitor (25). As in the bgl case, the
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accumulation, by growth, of an intermediate genotype could explain the increased occurrence of double mutants in starving trpA trpB populations without
the need to !invoke directed mutation. Further experimentsby Hall have in fact
revealed substantial growthof trpA trplP cells in mixedculture with trpA trpB
cells on selective medium,and Hall nowacknowledgesthat selective enrichment of t~,A trpB+ intermediates mayexplain the increase in trpA+ +
trpB
double revertants on mediumwithout tryptophan (34).
+ MUTANTS
BIASEDRECOVERY
OF DEX
Benson et al (2) examined mutation
an E. coil s~:ain that lacks the Lambouter membrane
protein and thus is unable
to grow on large maltodextrins (Dex-). Mutations in genes for two other
membraneproteins, OmpCand OmpF,can give rise to Dex+ phenotypes in
this strain. Bensonet al observed that whenDex-populations were starved on
a mediumcontaining only maltodextrins as a potential carbon source, OmpF*
+
mutations apparently occurred at a muchhigher frequency than did OmpC
mutations (2), as though a process of directed mutation were taking place
the ompFlccus. Uponfurther investigation, however, Bcnsonct al discovered
+ mutants overgrew their Dex- progenitors muchmore quickly than
that OmpF
+ mutants, leading to a bias in the recovery, rather than the occurdid OmpC
+ mutation (1).
rence, of the OmpF
Dijkmarts et al (18) observedPoisson-like distributions of Leu+ rcvertants in fluctuation test~,; with a Leu- strain of S. typhirnurium. The +
growthrates of Lcu
mutants on permissive mediaprior to selective plating were similar to that of
the Leu- progenitor, and this seemedto rule out one frequently suggested
alternative to directed mutation. However,manyLeu+ clones consisted of cells
that were 10- to 100-fold larger than nonmutantcells. Dijkmanset al postulated
that the transition from nonmutantLau- to muchlarger Lcu+ mutant cells is
likely to involve a substantial initial delay in cell division as mutantdaughter
cells increase in size; this delay appears to be responsible for the observed
Poisson-likc distribution of seeminglydirected, late-arising Leu+ mutants on
selective plates. Consistent with this hypothesis, Dijkmanset al observedthat
l.,cu + mutants that gave rise to jackpots on selective plates had normal cell
sizes, in contrast to the late-arising mutants(18).
REVERSION TO LEUCINE PROTOTROPHYIN SALMONELLA TYPHIMURIUM

The Case of "Adaptive Mutation"
Despite the setbacks in the cases described above, directed mutation has
r~cently gm~credrenewedpublicity (27, 35, 74) under the guise of "adaptive
mutation," a term that sits uneasily between Lamarckianand Darwinianconnotations. DNAsequence data have suggested the involvement of known
molecular mechanismsin this case. In a later section, we argue that the
suggested mechanistic basis for the phenomenonof "adaptive mutation" is
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entirely consistent with the modernDarwinianview that adaptation is a consequence of natural selection, not mutation. However,we first describe the
importantfeatures in this case.
In 1991, Cairns &Foster reported that a strain orE. coil unable to growon
lactose because of a lacl frameshifl polar on the lacZ region wouldrevert to
Lac+ during prolonged incubation on lactose minimal medium(5). Unlike the
case of Muexcision described above, this case was not a clearcut candidate
for directed mutation; someLac+ mutations occurred in populations of this
strain growing in permissive (nonselective) medium.However,Cairns & Foster showedthat Lac+ revertants did not accumulatein this strain during starvation whenlactose was absent or whenlactose was present but another growth
requirementwas unfulfilled. (The latter finding implies that lactose per se is
not sufficient to promoterecoveryof the lac frameshift revcrtants. This observation is critical whenit comesto considering the mutational mechanisms
that
maybe involved and their implications, as wc discuss further below.) Foster
(24) has examinedand apparently rejected manypotential artifactual explanations similar to those we have described in conjunction with other cases of
apparently directed mutation and concluded that the presence of lactose is
necessary for Lac+ mutations to occur during starvation.
DNAsequencing of Lac+ revertants recovered during starvation of the lac
frameshift strain on lactose minimalmediumrevealed that the majority of these
arc the result of single-base deletions in short mononucleotidc
repeats (27, 74).
In contrast, sequencingof revertants recoveredfrom growingcultures indicates
a broader spectrumof mutationalevents, including duplications, deletions, and
insertions that are manynucleotides in length. This change in the relative
frequencies of recovered mutations suggests that certain mutational events
occur morefrequently in/ac frameshifl cells starving in the presenceof lactose
than in growingcells. (Artifactual explanations, however,have not been completely ruled out. For example,selection mayfavor certain mutantsover others,
as in the case of biased recovery of Dex+ mutants.) Very recently, it has
unexpectedlybeen shownthat replication and possibly conjugal transfer of the
plasmid carrying the defective lac gene maybe involved in "adaptive mutation" (27a, 73a). Thesefindings, while intriguing, further illustrate the lack
a clear understanding of the molecular mechanismsand population dynamics
underlying apparently directed mutation in this system.

MOLECULARMODELS PROPOSED TO EXPLAIN
APPARENTLY DIRECTED MUTATION
... onlya vitalist Panglosswouldconsiderthat the genesknowhowand whenit
is goodfor themto mutate.
Th. Dobzhansky
(19, p. 92)
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Here we consider several molecular models that have been proposed to
explain "adaptive mutation" and other cases of apparently directed mutation.
Weidentify two major categories of model: 1. neo-Lamarckian models in
whichindividual cells are postulated to possess the capacity to monitor their
ownfitne.,:s and somehowincrease the probability of mutations conferring
higher fitness; and 2. non-Lamarckianmodels. Weargue that the mechanisms
invokedin the secondcategory of modelare the moreplausible, but we caution
that no modelhas received experimental confirmation.

Neo-Lamarckian Models
SPECIFICR]~VERSE
TRANSCRIPTION
OF mRNAS
ENCODING
SUCCESSFUL
PROTEINS
In conjunction with the original claims of directed mutation, Cairns et al
suggested that "the cell could produce a highly variable set of mRNA
molecules and then reverse-transcribe the one that madethe best protein" (6, p.
145). In other words, if a cell could somehowmonitor protein variants and
reverse transcribe the specific messagethat encodedthe most successful one,
then the result truly wouldbe directed mutation.It is a fact that a single allele
yields variable rnRNAmolecules as a consequence of transcription errors;
upon translation, such variable mRNAs
can produce variable proteins. Also,
reverse transcdptase is present in someE. coli strains. However,the specific
reverse transcription modelpostulates the existence of a heretofore unknown
cellular componentthat can somehowmonitor the effect of variant proteins
on fitness and choose the appropriate rnRNA
for reverse transcription.
Foster (23) has argued that the specific reverse transcription modelincorporates selection, in that ceils first generate variable mRNAs
and proteins
and only successful ones are reverse transcribed. Clearly, however,the model
invokes a non-Darwinian process in which an individual cell somehow
assesses its own fitness and selects the appropriate protein, RNA,and
ultimately mutation. It seems very unlikely that a cell can assess its own
fitness dependablyin this manner. Fitness is the cross-generational product
of survival and reproductive success, and it need not correlate predictably
(monotonically) with the activity of specific proteins or with the ability
cells to utilize specific growthsubstrates. Howis an organism, in this case
a cell, to assess its ownfitness?
Thereis little current support for the specific reverse transcription model.
Reverse transcriptase has not been discovered in the particular E. coli K12
strains used to study directed mutation. In addition, suppressor mutations that
occur outside the transcribed gene also accumulatewhenLac- cells are incubated on media containing lactose, a phenomenonnot predicted by the model
(25). Foster &Cairns have acknowledgedthe lack of evidence supporting the
specific reverse transcription model,concludingthat "selective condition does
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NONRANDOM
AMPLIFICATION OF BENEFICIAL MUTANTGENES Cairns

& Foster
(5) showedthat RecAfunction is required for "adaptive" reversion of lac
frameshift mutantin E. coli, and they suggested that this finding implicates
gene amplification as part of a mechanismfor directed mutation. In essence,
gene amplification could create a large target for mutation, consisting of an
array of manycopies of the relevant gene. Anygene in the army that garnered
a mutation conferring growth wouldallow a cell to escape starvation, after
which the amplified region could be resolved by a RecA-dependentprocess.
The problemwith this modelis that it can produce a high bias in favor of
beneficial mutations only if such mutations can be identified by the cell and
preferentially amplified further within an army. Otherwise, any favorab!e
mutantsequencewithin an array has as high a probability as any other sequence
of. being lost when the array is resolved back to a single copy by random
recombinationalprocesses. Stahl (83) has noted that there is no knownprocess
that wouldallow a cell to treat one sequence in an array differently from
another. In fact, the preferential amplification modelsuffers from the same
general difficulty as that described abovefor the reverse transcriptase model:
There is no knownmolecular mechanismthat wouldallow a cell to assess its
ownfitness and preferentially generate or retain the mutation it needs.

Non-Lamarckian, Models
A numberof models have invoked mechanismsin which a cell need not assess
the effects of different genetic variants on its ownfitness. Instead, these models
propose to explain apparently directed mutation either as a consequenceof
increased randommutation at specific loci induced by the selective agent
(mutagenictranscription model)or of differential proliferation of genetic variants arising during limited DNAreplication in nongrowingcells (incipient
mutation models). In these non-Lamarckianmodels, as in the neo-Lamarkian
models,the initial variation is proposedto occur at random.Thereis a crucial
distinction betweenthese two categories of models, however.The neo-Lamarckian models require that an individual cell somehow
be able to scrutinize
variants and select the most appropriate mutation. The non-Lamarckianmodels, on the other hand, simply assumethat randomlyarising genetic variants
proliferate differentially as a consequenceof their fitness effects. Thesemodels, therefore, actually invokenatural selection to explain apparently directed
mutation (56, 80).
MUTAGENIC
TRANSCRIPTION
Davis (16) hypothesized that transcription might
be mutagenic,such that the presenceof a selective substrate (e.g. lactose) that
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inducestranscription increasesthe mutationrate at the selected locus. Sucha
mechanis~a
couldgive the appearanceof directed mutation,becausebeneficial
mutationswouldarise at a higherrate in the presenceof the substrate. However,
the modelalso predictsthat nonbeneficial(misdirected)mutationsshouldarise
at a higherrate in the presenceof the substrate, andso it doesnot implythat
mutation’wouldbe systematicallybeneficial at the selected locus (54).
Experimentalevidencepublishedto date has not supportedthe transcriptional mmagenesis
modelas an explanationfor apparentlydirected mutation.
Althoughaddition of the gratuitous inducer IVI’Gto growingpopulationsof
an inducible Lac- strain does slightly increase the numberof Lac+ mutants
observed,this effect is absentwhenIPTGis addedto starving Lac-populations,
contrary to the prediction of the model(16). In addition, the modeldoes not
explainwhystarving cells that constitutivelytranscribe the/ac operonapparently accumulate
mutationsonly in the presenceof lactose (5, 6, 2.5).
INCIPIENT
MUTATION
MODELS
Earlier, wealluded to an important f’mdingin
studies of "adaptivemutation":revertants of a Lac- frameshiftmutantdo not
accumulalte
in the presenceof lactose whenthere is a second,unfulfilled growth
requirement(5). Evidently, lactose is not sufficient to promoteapparently
directed mutationsin this system. The requirementfor cell growthoffers
supportfor anothercategoryof molecularmodelsfor "adaptivemutation"first
proposedby Stahl (82). Thesemodelsinvoke randomDNA
sequencealterations in slarving cells, whichwecall "incipientmutations,"to explainapparently directedmutation(Figure3). If a codingstrandin a starvingcell should
be altered so as to encodea variant sequencethat can be transcribed and
translated, andif the resultingproteinallowsthe cell to growandreplicateits
DNA,
then oneof the two daughtercells could possessa mutationat the site
of the sequencealteration in the parentcell. If, however,
the incipientmutation
doesnot allowreplicationandcell growth(e.g. if there is a second,unfulfilled
growthrequirement), then nonmutagenic
mismatchrepair mayeventually restore the original sequence,or the cell maydie as a consequence
of unrepaired
damage.In either of the latter cases, a mutationwill not be detected.
In responsetothe initial Cairnset al paper, Stahl (82) andBoe(3) proposed
that the methyl-directedmismatch
repair systemmightact moreslowlyduring
starvation than duringgrowth,allowingunrepairedsequencealterations to be
madepermanentby chromosome
replication if they enable cells to grow.
Mismatch.
repair-deficient strains do showelevated mutationrates underselective conditions(3). However,the slowrepair modelpredicts that uncorrected rr~ismatch mutations should accumulatewhena mismatchrepairdeficient.strain is starved, regardlessof whetherselectionis applied.Thisis
not the case: Lac+ mutants apparently do not accumulatein Lac- strains
deficientfin repair whenlactoseis absent(25).
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Figure3 Hypothetical
"incipientmutation"modelto explainwhycertain mutations
mightbe
recovered
onlyin environments
in whichtheyare advantageous.
Polymerase
error duringlimited
DNA
synthesis
(Ai)or slowrepairof DNA
damage
(Aii)alters the geneticsequence
originallypresent
in a cell. Bychance,
thealteredsequence
encodes
a functional
gene(suchas lacE’);beforethealtered
sequence
canbe(correctly)repaired,it is transcribed
andtranslated.(B)In anenvironment
where
thegeneproduct
allowsthe cell to growandreplicam
its DNA
(in the caseof lacZ,where
lactose
is thesolecarbon
source),oneof thedaughter
fells couldinherita mutation
at thesite where
the
originalsequencealterationoccurred.(C, D)In an environment
wherethe geneproduct
superfluous
(lactoseis absent)or insufficient
for cell growth
(some
othernutritionalrequirement
unfulfilled),theneithernonmntagenic
mismatch
repairmayrestorethe originalsequence
(C)or
cell maydie as a consequence
of unrepaired
damage
(D).

The discovery by Foster &Cairns that "adaptive mutation" is RecAdependent (25) led Stahl subsequentlyto suggest a second incipient mutation model.
This modelinvokes a form of DNA
synthesis, called "stable DNA
replication"
(17), which occurs in nondividing cells and is RecAdependent (95). Stahl
suggestedthat such replication mightordinarily halt at the D-loopstage during
starvation (Figure 3, part Ai), with subsequent degradation of the incipient
strand. However,if a growth-enablingsequence changeon the incipient strand
could be transcribed and translated, then a full replication fork mightform and
the useful mutation could be transmitted to a daughter cell (Figure 3B).
Weemphasizethat there is presently no evidence to conf’trm any incipient
mutation model. Nonetheless, mutations associated with limited DNAreplication are implicated by somerecent results on "adaptive" mutation (27, 74).
As mentioned above, revertants recovered during starvation of the lac
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frameshift strain on lactose minimalmediumare mostly the result of singlebase deletions in short mononucleotiderepeats. Such sequence changes implicate polymeraseerrors, possibly associated with strand slippage during recombination, repair, or replication, as the cause of these mutations(27, 74).
It will be interesting to see whether an incipient mutation modelsuch as
those described above can be experimentally confirmed. It seems unlikely,
however, that such a finding would alter evolutionary theory. As we have
argued repeatedly in this paper, the key feature of the modem
Darwiniantheory
of adaptation is that genetic variation arises at randomwith regard to its effects
on fitness, such that adaptation occurs solely as a consequenceof natural
selection on this variation. Accordingto the incipient mutation models, discrepancies betweenthe two DNA
strands arise at randomwith respect to their
adaptiveutility; the systematicdifference in the proliferation of variant strands
that these modelsinvokeis due to natural selection. In contrast to the neo-Lamarckianrnodels, the individual cell does not select, choose, or instruct anything in the incipient mutation models.

MUTATION AND ADAPTATION IN EVOLUTIONARY
PERSPECTIVE: EVALUATINGTHE POTENTIAL
ADAPTIVENESS OF MUTATIONAL PHENOMENA
Beneaththe imposingbuildingcalled ’Heredity’there has beena dingybasement
called ’Mutation.’Lately the searchlightof genetic analysis has throwna flood
of illuminationinto manyof the dark recesses there, reveafingsomeof themas
ordinaryroomsin no wisedifferent fromthoseupstairs, that merelyneedto have
their blinds flung back, whileothers are seento be subterraneanpassageways
of
a quite differenttype.
H. J. Muller,1921(70, p. 106)
Throughout:this chapter, we have argued that the evidence for directed mutation does Etot warrant a revision or qualification of the modemDarwinian
theory that evolutionary adaptation occurs solely as a consequenceof natural
selection acting on randomly occurring variation. Wehave shownthat many
purported examples of directed mutation have alternative explanations of a
moreconventional nature. In addition, we have argued that the most plausible
molecular models proposed to explain the current incarnation of directed
mutation ("adaptive mutation") are fully consistent with the modemDarwinian
theory of adaptation.
By arguing that mutation is random, we have not meant to imply that
mutation occurs at equal rates at all loci or in all environments,or that mutations do no~t have definable, proximate causes. Rather, we argue that environmental factors (proximate causes) do not induce specifically those mutations
that are beneficial. In this final section, we shift our focus and briefly consider
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Table I Several mutational phenomena,
their hypothesizedadaptive significance, and possible
alternativeexplanations.
Mutational phenomenon

Hypothesizedadaptive significance Alternative explanation

Starvation-induced
mutagenesis

Mayoccasionallyallow an organ- Seetext.
ismthat is physiologically
stressed, and whichpresumably
haslittle to lose, to acquirethe
ability to use someavailableresource(e.g. 32).
Maypromotecomplexvariation
Mutationmaybe an innot accessibleby point mutation different consequence
of
(64, 77).
the activities of selfish
DNA
(9, 20. 73); causes
mostlydeleterious mutations
Mayallow an organismto imMaybe an unavoidableconproveparticular genes under
sequenceof mechanistic
specificecologicalconditions
constraintsduringtranswherethe geneproductis recription; mayincrease dequired for growth(16).
leteriousmutationsin essential genes(54).
Mayallow an organismto inVariationin rates among
crease variationin certain "conloci mayhavearisen for
tingency"geneswithoutincreasreasonsunrelatedto posting load of deleterious mutaulated adaptivevalue. Retions in essential "housekeepquires confirmationusing
ing" genes(69).
comparativeand experimentalmethods(69).
Mayprovide a balance between
Maybe an unavoidableconnovelty andconservatismsupersequenceof DNAreplicaior to what can be achievedby
tion machinery(92).
havingboth strands equally
mutable(92).

Transposon
activity

Transcription-induced
mutagenesis

Hypermutable
loci

Mutationrate disparity betweenleading and lagging
strands during DNA
replication

the possibility that various mutational phenomenaare nonetheless adaptive in
the sense that they have been "designed" or maintained by natural selection
(ultimate causes) because the random variation they produce increases evolutionary flexibility.
As more is known about mechanisms causing mutation,
speculation increases about the possible adaptive significance of these mechanisms as sources of variation (see Table 1 for some examples). Here
emphasize that notions about the adaptive significance of mutational phenomena must be regarded as evolutionary hypotheses, which require rigorous
testing and independent confirmation.
The process of adaptation by natural selection is the cornerstone of modern
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evolutionarytheory, andso it is natural to look for adaptiveexplanationsfor
organismaltraits. But not all traits are the result of adaptationby natural
selection. Students of morphology
and behaviorweregiven a sharp reminder
of this in 1979whenGould&Lewontin(29) labelled the uncritical invocation
of adaptiw;explanationsfor various organismaltraits as "adaptationism."
Gould& Lewontinprovidednumerousalternative explanationsfor the existenceof anyparticdar trait, includingthe random
fixation of alleles bygenetic
drift, developmental
or mechanisticcorrelations amongtraits, phylogenetic
inertia andconstraints, andso on.
In the ecmtextof this paper, wesuggestthat, while a given mutationmay
sometimeshavebeneficial effects (e.g. the Lac+ mutantthat can growin an
environment
wherethe call wouldotherwisestarve), it is not the case that the
mechanism
that causes mutationis necessarily adaptive. Onefinding from
studies of the directed mutationphenomenon
that is well supportedis that
certain mulagenic
processes(for example,Muexcision)are increasedin starving bacterial cells. Onemightassumethat a starving cell has nothingto lose,
andthat an elevatedrate of mutationduringstarvation is adaptive(beneficial)
becausea ,cell mighttherebystumbleon a goodmutationthat allowedit to
growon a substrate that happenedto be available. Butthere is also an evolutionarydownside,
whichis the possibilitythat a cell mightacquirea deleterious
mutationthat wouldpreventit fromgrowingin the eventthat the environment
later becarnemorefavorable for growth(prior to death by starvation).
addition, the very mechanism
of mutagenesisitself could involvethe risk of
cell death through unrepaired DNA
damage(35).
Perhapsincreasedmutationin responseto starvation is not an adaptationat
all, but rather is symptomatic
of a cell that is falling apart andlosingcontrol
over its genetic integrity. (Indeed, in the case of Muexcision, a plausible
evolutionaryhypothesisis that the Mubacteriophagehas evolvedthe capacity
to detect whenits host is dying, and, as a consequence,
to leave in search of
a newhost (65).) Considerthe SOSresponse, in whichan elevated mutation
rate is inducedby environmental
stresses, suchas UVirradiation, that cause
damageto DNA
(45). The increased mutations result from the action
enzymesthat bypassDNA
damage(e.g. pyrimidinedimers) that wouldotherwiseblockreplication. This replicative bypassintroducesmutations,andthese
mutations~rnightoccasionallyhavebeneficial consequences.Evenif the vast
majorityof mutationsare detrimental,however,it is clearly moreevolutionarily advantageous
to repair the damage
mutagenicallythan not to repair it at
all, since the alternative is failure to replicate. Perhaps,then, the mutagenie
effects of the SOSresponseare the best that can be madeof a badsituation
(e.g. see 27a, p. 510).
Giventl~e abovecriticisms, somemightthrowup their handsat the apparent
difficulty of determiningwhethera mutationalphenomenon
is or is not adap-
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tive. Certainlythe task is not likely to be easy, Severalapproaches,however,
mayallowthis questionto be addressed(69). Oneis theoretical analysis,wlfich
examines
the costs andbenefitsof oneevolutionary
strategyrelative to another.
Suchan approachcan establish the conditionsunderwhichan adaptiveexplanation is feasible, andit maysuggestvariablesthat couldbe measured
to shed
further light on this feasibility. For example,
in the caseof starvation-induced
mutation,the feasibility of the adaptiveexplanationmayhingeon the relative
rates of deathdueto starvation andenvironmental
changethat relieves starvation. Therealreadyexists a substantialtheoreticalliterature on the evolution
of mutationrates (e.g. 28, 40, 43, 51, 52), whichmayprovide a framework
for further analysesto addressspecific issues. Asecondapproachis comparative. In essence,onetests the correlationbetween
organismal
traits andfeatures
of their environments.Although
the comparativeapproachis very old, important methodological
advanceshaverecently beenmadethat reflect the importance of phylogeneticconsiderationsin developingappropriate statistical
criteria for acceptingor rejecting an association(36). Athird approach,for
whichbacteria are particularly well suited, is experimental.Theidea here is
to devise selective regimesthat wouldbe expectedto favor, for example,an
increasein the trait of interest underonehypothesisbut not underan alternative. Severalexperimentalstudies haveexamined
the evolutionaryadjustment
of mutationrates ($, 11, 12, 72, 90, 91); the methodology
of these experiments
can providea foundationfor future research. Of course, the mostcompelling
cases of adaptationare those that can be supportedby careful theoretical,
comparative,and experimentalanalyses.
Ourpoint in criticizing adaptiveexplanationsfor variousmutationalmechanismsand phenomena
is not to implythat these explanations are wrongor
implausible.Webelieve, however,that such explanationsshouldbe regarded
as evolutionaryhypothesesuntil sufficient evidenceis providedto corroborate
or refute them.Therapidly advancingfield of moleculargenetics is sure to
providemoreintriguing possibilities of the kind listed in Table1. Wesuggest
that studies reflecting an informedevolutionaryperspectivewill be essential
to a comprehensiveunderstanding of such phenomena.Such studies may
further enrich the modernDarwinianperspectiveon mutationand adaptation.
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